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Introduction
Management options have been integrated into this scenario planning
framework so that jurisdictions can assess their current and potential risks
under different climate futures. The management options component of the
scenario planning method can therefore inform your community about different
development options and how those options intersect with uncertainties about
the climate. In studying where and how your community might be at risk under
different development futures, it is necessary to develop tools and methods
to identify and map current infrastructure arrangements, as well as future
projected management options. This chapter explains different management
options, provides a sample framework for how to begin this process, and then
includes a detailed guide for how to use the CommunityViz program to establish
development futures for any community.

Background and Considerations
In order to create management scenarios that reflect possible futures most
relevant to your community, you should consider the following questions when
creating your community’s development futures.
• What do you currently have in terms of structures and infrastructure?
• What does your current zoning ordinance allow for in terms of future
development?
• What kinds of Best Management Practices (BMPs) might you wish to
implement that could restrict exposing future development to high risk
floods?

Methods
Management options can be integrated into the scenario planning framework
to assess your jurisdiction’s current and potential exposures under different
climate futures, thus enabling your community to plan for growth in an
uncertain future. This approach evaluates three conditions:
1. Current State: This management option is essentially the baseline, no change
option. It considers what is currently in place, in terms of infrastructure
(transportation, energy, water and waste water, and the related critical
facilities) and buildings.
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2. Full Build-Out: (Based on current zoning ordinances) – This management
option extrapolates on what the current zoning ordinance anticipates
as future development within a community, should the current zoning
ordinance remain in place. The ArcGIS software extension CommunityViz
aids this analysis. The full build-out management option assesses potential
additional impacts to the community building inventory, with a continued
build-out under current zoning practices.
3. BMP Build-Out: (Based on Best Management Practices – BMPs) This
management option also uses a techniques software (e.g. CommunityViz)
to simulate what future development might look like if a community were
to implement certain zoning practices. Instead of strictly adhering to the
current zoning ordinance of the a community, this management option
applies spatially restrictive Best Management Practices (BMPs) to simulate
this build-out. The BMPs used for our study, and that might be adapted to
your community included: 50-foot buffers around inland water features
(rivers, lakes, streams) and wetlands of 5 acres or more in size (as defined
by Michigan’s Final Wetland Inventory); and a restriction of development
altogether within wetlands 5 acres or more in size (as defined by Michigan’s
Final Wetland Inventory). This management option assesses how BMPs would
alter potential development patterns for communities. It also assesses the
different impacts that the climate futures would have on future development
if BMPs were indeed implemented.
In order to establish these futures, master plans and zoning ordinances should
be reviewed for relevant land-use regulations and guidelines. This should
be augmented by any additional land-use regulations and restrictions not
specifically detailed in these documents. As your community develops its
management options, an assumptions template can be useful as the template
can help explain how CommunityViz functions, how the program can be used as
a tool to allow for direct community input into the creation of build-out futures,
and how CommunityViz can help guide future community collaboration. This
can ensure transparency regarding how different development scenarios are
created and can serve as a way to check if the build-out results are realistic.
The following section explains the development of an assumptions template
for the community of Grand Haven, MI and could serve as model for other
communities.
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Assumptions Template - Grand Haven, MI
Identifying Land Use Designations
In order to run the build-out analysis, the CommunityViz program requires
defined land boundaries (in the form of a polygon shapefile) with specific zoning
classifications, which CommunityViz calls “Land-Use Designations”. This allows
the analyst to designate specific development standards for each of the land
uses. The most credible build-out analysis will employ an up-to-date shapefile
with parcels and their zoning classification.
The City of Grand Haven has 19 different zoning classifications, each with
different development restrictions:
• SFR - Single-Family Residential
• MFR - 2 Unit Residential
• MFR - Multiple-family Residential
• NS - North Shore
• E - Eastown
• MDR - Moderate Density Residential
• DR - Dune Residential
• S - Southside
• OT - Old Town
• NMU - Neighborhood Mixed Use (1 or 2 Unit & Multi-unit)
• CB - Central Business
• B - Beechtree
• WF-2 - Waterfront 2
• I - Industrial
• OS - Office-Service
• C - Commercial
• WF - Waterfront
• CC - Civic Center
• TI - Transitional Industrial
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Density Rules
The next step of setting up the build-out analysis is to define the density rules
for development based on a standard quantity and measurement system for
each of your land-use designations. For example, One Dwelling Unit (Quantity)
per Acre (Measurement).
For the CommunityViz software, it is helpful to think about land use designations
in three ways when filling in the density rules: Residential, Non-Residential, and
Mixed-Use.
• For Residential land-use designations, you only need to fill in the “Dwelling
Units” columns to define the quantity of buildings allowed per land
measurement. CommunityViz allows you to do this in a few different ways,
depending on what’s defined in your zoning ordinance:
• Dwelling Units per Acre
• Dwelling Units per Hectare
• Minimum Lot Size (Acres)
• Minimum Lot Size (Hectares)
• Number of Dwelling Units
• Units per Acre
• Units per Hectare
•

For Non-Residential land-use designations, you only need to fill in the
“Floor Area” columns to define the quantity of buildings allowed per land
measurement. CommunityViz allows you to do this in a few different ways,
depending on what is defined in your zoning ordinance:
• Floor Area (square feet)
• Floor Area (square meters)
• Floor Area Ratio (FAR) – This is estimated in CommunityViz from
commonly used land use rules. The three ways CommunityViz can
estimate the FAR are:
• Building Info: FAR is generated for the land use designations with
• maximum building heights or
• building coverage ratio (building footprint divided by lot size)
• Open Space/Parking Info: FAR is generated for the land use
designations with
• open space ratio (the open area divided by the area of the lot),
• parking ratio (the number of surface parking spaces required per
area of building floor space), or
• lot size/setback information: FAR is generated for the land use
designations with
• average lot size in sq. feet or sq. meters
• building setbacks in sq. feet or sq. meters
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•

Mixed-Use land-use designations, you need to fill in both the “Dwelling Units”
and “Floor Area” columns. To do this, follow the same procedures defined
above for the Residential and Non-Residential land use designations.

Dwelling Units

Floor Area

Land-Use Designation*
Quantity
SFR - Single-Family
Residential
MFR - 2 Unit Residential
MFR - Multiplefamily Residential
NS - North Shore
E - Eastown
MDR - Moderate
Density Residential
DR - Dune Residential
S - Southside
OT - Old Town
NMU - Neighborhood
Mixed Use
CB - Central Business
B - Beechtree
WF-2 - Waterfront 2
I - Industrial
OS - Office-Service
C - Commercial
WF - Waterfront
CC - Civic Center
TI - Transitional Industrial
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Measurement

Quantity

Measurement

Mixed Use Rules
CommunityViz allows you to specify if your land use designations allow for
mixed-use buildings.
If this applies to any of your land-use designations, then you are allowed to
specify those uses within the building in the following way:
Mixed-use land-use designation:___________________
Floor area uses within this designation (specify up to 5):

Building Use

Percent of Floor Area

Floor Area per DU (if applicable)

Note: These boxes are provided in an empty format like you see above, so you
have a chance to customize each land-use designation’s mixed-use building.
CommunityViz allows you to enter floor area in a variety of ways, similar to
above. If there is more than one land-use designation that allows for mixed-use
buildings, there is the opportunity to provide separate inputs for each of those
land uses. It is possible that this level of complexity is not possible within the
current parameters of your zoning ordinance, and the rules are optional. As
such, a build-out can be processed without this information.
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Building Information
This step in CommunityViz is optional, but provides a way of producing a more
realistic build-out. You are able to specify particular sizes and densities for
buildings, as defined by your zoning ordinance. By providing this information,
CommunityViz produces building footprints for your build-out instead of
building points that mark the center of potential new buildings. It is possible,
as stated above, that this level of complexity is not possible within the current
parameters of your zoning ordinance.
Land-Use Designation

Dwelling Units
per Buildings

SFR - Single-Family
Residential
MFR - 2 Unit
Residential
MFR - Multiplefamily Residential
NS - North Shore
E - Eastown
MDR - Moderate
Density Residential
DR - Dune Residential
S - Southside
OT - Old Town
NMU - Neighborhood
Mixed Use
CB - Central Business
B - Beechtree
WF-2 - Waterfront 2
I - Industrial
OS - Office-Service
C - Commercial
WF - Waterfront
CC - Civic Center
TI - Transitional
Industrial
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Area

Floors

Constraints to Development
When you start a new CommunityViz analysis, you are allowed to enter as many
separate shapefile layers as you desire. Such layers may include current building
footprints, impervious surfaces, and any environmental areas that your zoning
ordinance explicitly restricts building on (such as protected parks, protected
wetlands areas, and protected flood plains, if relevant to your current zoning
ordinance). Some of the layers that you enter into the CommunityViz analysis
may be used to constrain development on land that is either already built on or
on land for which building is not allowed.

Existing Buildings
This step provides not only another opportunity to restrict and constrain
prospective build-out development, but also allows you to reflect on changes
made to land-use designations by comparing the full build-out results to existing
buildings within each land-use designation in your community. CommunityViz
produces a report that allows you to do this level of analysis.
Again, if you have recently updated shapefile layers that contain centroid
points for existing buildings, that would help produce a more credible build-out
analysis.
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Spatial Layout
In this step, you are able to specify, based on your zoning ordinance, how
buildings will be placed in each of the land-use designations. There are three
different options for the layout pattern (Random, Grid, and Follow a Road
Layer). CommunityViz notes that, “the grid pattern is good for new urbanist
type development and the random for suburban type development”. Following
a Road Layer will only follow current roads – it does not allow for the prospect
that future development could result in different road infrastructure.
*If you have an updated roads shapefile, which includes private roads,
CommunityViz will be able to base Build Out setbacks from more accurate roads
data

Land-Use Designation

Minimum Separation
Distance (Btwn
Buildings)

SFR - Single-Family
Residential
MFR - 2 Unit
Residential
MFR - Multiplefamily Residential
NS - North Shore
E - Eastown
MDR - Moderate
Density Residential
DR - Dune Residential
S - Southside
OT - Old Town
NMU - Neighborhood
Mixed Use
CB - Central Business
B - Beechtree
WF-2 - Waterfront 2
I - Industrial
OS - Office-Service
C - Commercial
WF - Waterfront
CC - Civic Center
TI - Transitional
Industrial
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Layout Pattern

Front Setback
(Setback from Road)*

CommunityViz Information and Methodology
Obtaining Information
There are three main packages available through the Placeways website to purchase/
download CommunityViz: 1. Free, 30-Day Trial package; 2. $1400, Commercial package; 3.
$875 Government/Non-Profit package (prices as of 2016). To fully assess the three packages,
please visit the following webpage: http://placeways.com/communityviz/purchasing.html
Placeways includes an extensive video tutorial library (as well as many other resources) on
their website. It is highly recommended that future users explore the video tutorial library, as
well as the other resources, before getting started. The following links to the video tutorial
webpage: http://placeways.com/communityviz/videotutorials.html.
Prior to downloading/purchasing, use the Placeways website to make sure that your
computer meets the system requirements for CommunityViz.

Setting It Up
Prior to even downloading the CommunityViz
software from the Placeways website, please
make sure to find and read through the zoning
ordinance of the community that you are
studying.
Follow the Placeways provided instructions for
downloading and installing CommunityViz.
After installation, a Scenario 360 icon will
appear on the computer’s desktop.
Double-click the icon to open the CommunityViz
Scenario 360 software. Since the tool is
an ArcGIS extension, the program will
open a blank ArcGIS map document.
After the document opens, go to the
“Customize” drop-down menu at the top of the
map document, and select “Extensions…”. You
will see the image on the right:
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Make sure that the “Scenario 360” box is checked. If it isn’t, then click in the empty box next
to “Scenario 360”. Once the check mark appears, select the “Close” button.
Next, under the “Customize” drop-down menu, find the “Toolbars” sub-menu, and make sure
that a check mark is next to “Scenario 360”. If there is not a check mark, highlight and click
on top of “Scenario 360”. The following toolbar will appear.

This toolbar contains the “Build-Out Wizard” decision tool needed to perform a build-out
analysis.
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To start a new Scenario 360 analysis, use the “Scenario 360” drop-down menu and select
“Start”. A new window that looks similar to this will open:

Click on the “Create New
Analysis” button. You will be
directed to set up the parameters
of your new analysis.
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When the new window opens, select the
“Create new analysis from…” button,
as well as the “Current map document”
button.
Click “Next >”.

Fill in the blank space next to “Analysis
Name” to provide a unique name to
your new CommunityViz Scenario 360
analysis. You have the option to provide
a description that you see fit for this
analysis as well. You can also change
the saved location of the analysis, but
it is recommended that you leave the
pathway for the analysis at default: C:\
CVFiles\.
Click “Next >”.
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Review the “Analysis Summary”
information in the gray box, and if the
information is correct, click “Finish”.
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The last window associated with
creating a new Scenario 360 analysis
will open and look like the picture on
the next page.
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You have the opportunity to provide
a “Base Scenario Name” to your
analysis. This is important if you plan
to run more than one scenario for each
community – and can help you keep
track of your different analyses. Use
your discretion to name your scenario
appropriately.
Click “OK”.

Once clicked, your new Scenario
360 analysis is created and saved.
Additionally, this “Scenario 360
Content” box will appear.
Your setup for a Scenario 360 analysis
is complete.
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Build-out Wizard
In order for the “Build-Out Wizard” decision tool to be used, all of the previous
steps must be followed. Additionally, at least one projected polygon layer must
be added to your new Scenario 360 analysis – in reality you will need more than
just one projected polygon layer.
The polygon shapefiles that can be used in your build-out analyses include:
city/township boundaries, city/township parcels with zoning classifications,
impervious surfaces, building footprints, inland water, wetlands, public property,
and floodway boundaries. When adding polygon shapefiles to your Scenario
360 analysis, it is important to think about adding polygon shapefiles that help
signal where development can take place, as well as where it cannot take place.
This is important to keep in mind because that is essentially how the Build-Out
Wizard works; it uses the polygon shapefiles (and their associated areas) to
either place potential buildings, or to exclude potential buildings. For example,
a polygon shapefile that contains parcel and zoning data can be used in the
“Build-Out Wizard” to direct different types of development within a given area,
based on the rules and assumptions you provide the decision tool. Likewise,
an inland water shapefile can be used in the “Build-Out Wizard” to restrict
potential development in the middle of a lake or river. Once you have added
an appropriate spectrum of polygon shapefiles that represent where future
development can and cannot take place, you are ready to open the “Build-Out
Wizard” decision tool.
To access the “Build-Out Wizard” decision tool, click on the “Scenario 360”
portion of the Scenario 360 toolbar that was previously added. Once you click
on that portion, a drop-down menu will appear. Find “Tools” and highlight that
portion of the menu. The side-menu containing all of the decision tools will
appear. Click on “Build-Out Wizard”.
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Select the “Advanced” button,
and click “Next >”.

This window represents the first
of many in which the “Build-Out
Wizard” allows you to create rules
and assumptions about future
development in the locality you are
analyzing. Specifically, you are able
to specify which polygon layer, and
which attribute of that polygon layer,
contains zoning district information –
CommunityViz calls these “Land-Use
Designations”. You do this by scrolling
through the drop-down menus in the
window, and selecting the appropriate
polygon layer and attribute.
Once you have done this, click “Next >”.
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Use your zoning ordinance to fill in
the appropriate density rules and
regulations for the different land uses
within your community. As discussed
in the CommunityViz Assumptions
template, for Non-Residential landuse designations, you only need to fill
in the “Floor Area” columns to define
the quantity of buildings allowed per
land measurement. CommunityViz
allows you to do this in a few different
ways, depending on what is defined in
your zoning ordinance. Using the “FAR
Estimator” helps do this in ways that
are logical to how they may be written
into a zoning ordinance.
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Once you have done this, click “Next >”.

This portion of the “Build-Out Wizard”
tool allows you to define how “efficient”
you want the projected build-out to
be. As discussed previously, a 60%
efficiency factor can be used to
account for a “full” build-out whereby
a community realistically builds in
infrastructure improvements and open
space.
Once you have decided on what makes
the most sense for your community,
click “Next >”.
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Optional step allows you to specify
building sizes, particularly for
commercial buildings. If building sizes
are in your zoning ordinance, it may
make sense to enter this information at
this point in the tool.
Once you have done this, click “Next >”.

This step is a very important one as it
allows you to constrain development in
areas of your community where either
development is already in place, or
where it could not logically exist (i.e.
inland lakes). Likewise, when thinking
about BMPs, constraining development
in buffers or large wetlands may make
sense – and would be entered as layers
to constrain here as well. Make sure
that all of these land use polygon layers
are entered into your CommunityViz
file prior to this step. Select those
layers that you wish to constrain, use
the arrow pointing towards “Constraint
Layers” to successfully ask the tool to
prohibit placing projected development
within these layers, and click “Next >”.
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This step is very similar to the previous
one. This step in the tool allows you
to enter a current buildings layer to
ensure that projected build-outs do not
occur on top of existing structures. The
difference between the last window and
this window is that the layer(s) entered
here must be point files. Previously
constraints had to be polygon files. If
you constrained development within
existing footprints above, it is still
important to add the point file of those
buildings in this window. Click “Next >”
when done.

The very next window indicates that
you have completed the “Numeric
Phase” of designing your build-out
assumptions. Click “Next >” to advance
to the “Spatial Build-Out” phase.
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The “Spatial Layout” window is another
very important part of the “Build-Out
Wizard” tool. This window allows you
to enter the rules regarding minimum
building separation and setbacks from
roads that exist in your community’s
zoning ordinance. It also allows you to
select a “Layout Pattern”. These are
described in more detail above (in the
Assumptions Template). Click “Next >”
once you have entered the appropriate
regulations for each land use.

The “Spatial Buildings” window is an
optional portion of the tool where you
can enter footprint size regulations (if
they exist in your zoning ordinance).
Since this requires the program to draw
footprints, using this portion of the
tool makes the “Build-Out Wizard” take
much longer to run. Click “Next >”.
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This window indicates that end of
the “Spatial Phase” of the “Build-Out
Wizard” tool. The default “Faster” to
“More Accurate” number is 10. You can
choose to change that number in either
direction. Based on multiple trials,
having the tool run “More Accurate[ly]”
substantially increased the time without
substantially changing the results of
projected build-outs.
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Click “Finish.” A window for 3-D
modeling will appear. This is an optional
add-on to the analysis, but it is not
critical in analyzing your community’s
scenarios.

Make sure the “Numeric” and “Spatial”
boxes are clicked. Once that is done,
click “Run Build-Out”.
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Running the build-out can take a long time – in our project, the processing time
to create the build-outs lasted between one and eight hours. The processing
time depends on the size of your community, the number of constraints, if
your constraint layers are appropriately clipped to your community, and how
accurate you want CommunityViz to be in its analysis.
After the different build-out futures are created with CommunityViz, the hard
analysis of land use impact can occur. Each climate future can be tested against
each management option to create one scenario and to determine the impact
on land use (as well as other impacts).

Identifying Structures at Risk
After creating the three climate futures and running the build-out projections
for both the full build-out and the BMP build-out management options, a
scenario-based land use impact analysis allows you to identify current and
potential structures at risk under the three climate futures. You will be able
to analyze which current structures and how many potential future structures
would be impacted by flooding under each of climate futures. As seen in the
scenario planning matrix in Figure 3, the three management options under the
three climate futures portray land use impact information (which/how many
structures are at risk) for nine different scenarios.
The process for doing this is fairly simple, and can be repeated for each of the
nine different scenarios. The steps are as follows:
1. In ArcGIS, add one of the climate future polygon shapefiles (Lucky, Expected,
and Perfect Storm).
2. In ArcGIS, add one of the management option point shapefiles (Current
buildings, Full Build-Out, and BMP Build-Out).
3. Click on the “Geoprocessing” menu at the top, and select “Clip”. A new popup window will appear.
4. Under “Input Features” use the dropdown menu to select the management
option shapefile that you added. Under “Clip Features” use the dropdown
menu to select the climate future polygon shapefile that you added.
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5. Use the folder button associated with the “Output Feature Class” to tell
ArcGIS where to save and how to name the new feature that’s going to be
created by using the “Clip” geoprocessing tool (use a naming convention
that will be easy for you to discern between the nine different scenarios).
6. Once this is all completed, click on the “OK” button.
7. Shortly after doing this, your newly clipped feature will appear under your
“Table of Contents”. Depending on which climate future and management
option you have just clipped, this will tell you different things. For example,
if you clipped Current Buildings by the Lucky Climate Future, you will now be
able to see/analyze which current buildings are exposed to flood risk under
the Lucky Climate Future.
8. Repeat steps 1 through 7 until you have clipped all three of the management
options by all three of the climate futures. This will give you nine different
scenarios – each identifying at risk structures. The Full build-out and BMP
build-out management options do not provide specific locations for atrisk structures; however, this analysis can help you determine how many
structures would be at risk under each climate future.

Other Approaches
There are other techniques software that could perform similar analyses,
and you could choose to explore alternative methods to performing a similar
analysis. Additionally, because each community can define its own management
scenarios, the inputs into the Scenario 360 tool will vary form community
to community. For example, the BMPs could employ different restrictions or
allowances depending upon the local context. It is important that individual
communities consider how they want future development to proceed.
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